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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome! Life always presents barriers, doesn’t it? Many times with things we don’t expect, actually, usually with the things we don’t expect.This is what we get for going out on a “short afternoon drive” to see the scenery.  What do you do in a scenario like this?  What if you encountered this on the way home (versus on your way out)?How to be resilient, so instead of getting around sheep, which this is not that topic, we’re focusing on breaking down the barriers to innovation, innovation in the software solutions we deliver to our customersWe’re here to talk about how to enable and build a resilient process, knowing that we can’t anticipate or plan for all the risks and barriers that are out there, and also to talk about how to counter the common barriers that trip up innovationHow do we put the decisions we make into the context of the outcome expected?  Are we measuring efficacy?  Are we turning the lens back on ourselves and not just on the solutions we build and deploy?  How do we do all of these things and get better?We want to talk today about shifts in life that are presenting new roadblocks, new challenges to bringing innovative ideas to market.Our very survival depends on our ability to stay awake, to adjust to new ideas, to remain vigilant and to face the challenge of change. -Martin Luther King Jr.And sometimes it’s about perspective – as my son might say: “My room is not messy, it is an obstacle course designed to keep me fit”
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So what do we need to change to adapt, and not just survive, but enjoy exceeding.We don’t want to just coast, survive – that’s just a slow demise, and it isn’t any fun.Couple of things that make delivering innovative software difficult:Idea curation,  features have untested and unknown value – why? Tuning thinking to validating problems is harder than we think.  Most of our engineers are wired to hear the problem and their brains fire off in all directions on all the ways they can solve that problemFocus on the problem/challenge to be solved, not what you know how to do – and recognize that the challenge you are facing is usually bigger than just the software you planned on buildingthe software industry is young – how long have we been building houses? Bridges?  Yet failures there continue to happen (Tacoma Narrows)So we need to change our perspective because:Demands on usability are higherCustomers more willing to try new experiencesWhat we need to do be successful and delight customers is bigger than just softwareExpectations for innovation/change are higherHow is this playing out?  Take healthcare, highly regulated, stodgy, incentives for innovation are low, regulation makes change difficultEntrenched encumbants, varying codes and laws by states, just about everything is stacked against innovation in health care systemsAthena Health is succeeding for their clients.Athena Health invested heavily in usability and is beating out the competition in loyalty and ease of use by clinical staffAthena Health engages deeply with their customers, observing their interactions with the software, walking the halls of clinics and doctor’s offices, observing post-it notes that nurses have on their monitors about shortcuts or work arounds, and then incorporate that into their next batch of featuresAthena Health is a software company, a provider of Electronic Health Records, on the surface, but their much bigger than that.  Their value stream is focused keeping doctor’s and their practices in the black by helping them get paid, the HER is just one piece in that equation.  Human power is just as critical tot the success of Athena for their clientsAnd Athena is able to get health care workers to actually embrace change because their customers know there is solid delivery behind it.  It’s worth their time to provide the feedback
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What we need to do is find a way to take back control, not just react (like the sheep), but be the guides (like the dog)How do we do that?How do we adapt and exceed?Resiliency is the key.  Starting in 2009, the United States Army has expanded its thinking, and training, for soldiers.  This comprehensive training (among many other things), covers topics such as meta-cognition – it teaches members of the Army community to understand how and why they think a certain way – once they understand this, they are better able to change their thoughts and actions, engaging in strategies that are more adaptive and more likely to result in desirable outcomesWell that’s great – I see why that applies to soldiers, they have very tough lives, but what does this have to do with software?Changes in the software development landscape are focused on building resiliency into the approach and process.  Over a decade ago, the agile manifesto was nailed to the door. The world contemplated that for a while, starting implementing it incorrectly a lotThe big thing more recently years has been continuous delivery, devops, DevSecOps, *Ops, what ever you want to call itBut response to change has been the key component to each of these shiftsFrom the Agile Manifesto:  Responding to change over following a planFrom Continuous Delivery: relentlessly pursue continuous improvementOne directly mentions change, setting the tone that it will happen and you should focus on responding to that, the second one actively embraces seeking changeSo if we’re not resilient, if the approach we’re putting in place isn’t resilient, how can we be ready?  How can we participate?  DevOps alone won’t get us to the finish line



$ T
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2.6 Trillion – estimated by Gene Kim in his book The Phoenix Project as opportunity cost wasted in IT spend aloneHow has that roadblock manifested itself?$2.6 Trillion in opportunity cost wasted, by continuing down “Status Quo Avenue”We’re losing this explicitly by the money we spend doing what we do today   (data center, software licensing, hardware infrastructure)We’re losing this implicitly by where we focus our mental time, our people resources (project assignments, changes to current software systems, unplanned work)Where are we wasting our time?  What’s happening? That’s a big number - What does this translate for me? What’s your IT budget?  What’s your business development budget?  What are your total costs for running your business?  Put simply, that’s your total opportunity cost.  Is it spent wisely?  Probably a decent portion of it is, otherwise you wouldn’t be in business.  But that cost is in there



Resistance 
is futile…
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One of the first steps to solving the problem is admitting you have a problem, and that you’re in the camp with the problemEvery company is a software companyWe hear about the mega giants – Apple, Microsoft, Google - - three of the most valuable companies in the worldAmazon, not even technically listed as a tech company, rather a “consumer discretionary company”, but undoubtedly, a software companyBut what about John Deere?  Those folks that build tractors.  Are they a software company?  Boeing, an old aircraft company, as loads of jobs and hiring, in the heart of silicon valley



Improving daily 
work is even 
more important 
than doing daily 
work.
Gene Kim
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Wow, so now you’re depressing me!  Lots of opportunity cost, I have to accept I’m a software company, and then I have to deal with the fact that I’ll face resistance when trying to make the process betterSo what is this?Bloomingdale Trail in Chicago – interesting story on how constant improvement, open to change can be critical.  This is part of an interesting set of trails (the 606) connecting various parts of the city, converting lightly used/unused space into parks.  Life was finding a way before hand, studies by biology departments found over 80 different types of wild grasses, many of which had not been cataloged in the Chicago area before.But there are also consequences of this action as well – gentrification in the surrounding area, property development and rising pricesLife finds a way, and you will too.  Vision is important for that, a vision for what a set of resilient way to approach challenges, broaden the conversation, and focusing on “loving the problem”How can we see an example of loving the problem?Start story of fictional client, Spacely Sprockets.Spacely Sprockets – 53 years old Growing organization, but Service Warehouse is not keeping up with growth.COO, through trade shows and casual conversations with industry colleges (Like Cogswell Cogs) has decided a Mobile App on a rugged device is the answer.KPIs the COO cares most about areItems shipped/DayFreight Cost/UnitCOO had just talked to his buddy Cogswell about how they had solved their efficiency challenge in the service warehouse.  It’s simple Spacely, you’re service floor is very similar to mine – your pickers are getting their orders from terminals located sparsely throughout the warehouse.  We went mobile, every picker has an inexpensive mobile device that tells them the orders.  No more wasted time going back to the terminals to get up to date ordersWe’re presented with a problem, and a solution?Maybe.  Remember, life is full of surprises, we need to focus on embracing change, and how we respond to that.  What might that future state look like?
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Old way : Build what they ask for, even iteratively… We still focus on the pre-decided solution.New way : Review the problem,  pick an MVP, then use, improve, use, improve, rinse and repeat.



No more 
walls.
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No more walls, Business, Analysts, Dev, QA, Ops… Just a Delivery Team.
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4 simple processes, that always feed into each other.Define : What do we need right now, what is the next step, how do we measure it, what exactly will it doDevelop: Write code, integrate, unit test, integration testDeploy : Magic button.. No really, early, often magic buttonMeasure : How did it do, what does that tell us on what we should do next 



Define
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We start with an idea, and that is where Human Centered design comes in



Love the problem
not your solution!

Use the force, Luke, use the force:
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A lightning-bolt of inspiration led you to invent a razor blade for daily shaving that pivots more gently with special blades that last longer. You’re totally focused on this product idea as you raise money and launch your business.  Unfortunately, you’re complete focus on your new solution leads you to running the company into the ground. All your effort, time, and money… gone.On the other hand, imagine you became obsessed with the problem of shaving. Instead of inventing a single, rigid solution, you continue to explore dozens of different approaches to improve shaving from every perspective. Could you improve distribution? Packaging? Maybe you reimagine the entire experience of shaving altogether.  That’s how The Art of Shaving became one of the hottest retail brands in the U.S.The solution for better and brighter illumination is not a better candleThe problems for Spacely Sprockets is …… to be revealed



Human Centered Design
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Human-centered design (HCD) is a design and management framework that develops solutions to problems by involving the human perspective in all steps of the problem-solving process. Human involvement typically takes place in observing the problem within context, brainstorming, conceptualizing, developing, and implementing the solution.not restricted to interfaces or technologies in which the needs, wants, and limitations of end users of a product, service or process are given extensive attention at each stage (iterative) of the design process.This where we start to discover the PERCIEVED and REAL problems for Spacely Sprockets



”As Is — To Be”
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Stakeholder Sessions – We discover the organizational goals, business needs, desires and requirements of the future environment.  A primary goal of these sessions is to understand the “as-is” versus the “to-be” scenarios so the solution can be designed in a manner that provides value to the business and the user.  As part of the current-state analysis, we will also evaluate the associated business processes to find places for efficiency gains and other opportunities. Examples to follow in Perception Gap



Organizational Change
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OCM�Scope of change,  Impacted groups/users,  Number of impacted employees,  Type and amount of change,Timeframe for the project, Change culture,  Organization change capacity,  Organization leadership style, Organization past change history,  Organization pre-disposition towards change,  Sponsor model,



Heuristic Evaluation
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Current (Heuristic) Systems and Applications Analysis – We quickly evaluate the current systems and applications. After this, we will have a clear understanding of where you are and where you want to go with your enhanced experience and identify up to 70% of existing usability issues



Closing the perception gap
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Contextual Inquiries – These are conducted in the user’s actual workplace. The User Experience Architect watches users complete work tasks and discusses artifacts they generate or use and their interactions with the system. We perform this activity in order to understand the work of specific roles and to learn the responsibilities and structure of the role. Additionally, we may narrowly focus on specific tasks, to learn the details necessary to support that task. This closes the perception gapKPI 1-Efficiency of pickersPerception Gap FindingsClient often offers the Perceived ProblemPerceived Need“Lack of efficiency”-KP1“we need a mobile application I just heard about this at a trade show”-Perceived need for Spacely SprocketsBy observation, interviews and contextual inquiry we discover: There is high turnover see below (OCM)Staff is not trained to a high enough degree (OCM)Quick wins :   * Pickers are going back and forth to get the right size carts for parts, they don’t know the parts off hand because of high turn over.   * Packers don’t pick the right boxes because they don’t know what all they are packing (again because dimensions) Lack of knowledge/contextSystemic :   * Inventory in the wrong bins, 20%   * Picking is a seasonal job, need better controls   * expedited request are vastly more disruptive then expected, but not tracked. Start to talk about experiments



The User
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Identify top users and create Personas



The Journey
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Identify top users and create Personas & Journey Maps – We identify the top user groups and create Keystone User Personas and Journey Maps that represent the different user types their attitudes, behaviors and mental models.The problem for Spacely Sprockets is not that they don’t have a mobile application. THIS is where we start to identify and hone in on what the issues areJourney Maps – We identify the top user groups and create Keystone User Personas and Journey Maps that represent the different user types their attitudes, behaviors and mental models.



The Experience
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Perception Gap FindingsClient often offers the Perceived ProblemPerceived Need“we need a mobile application I just heard about this at a trade show”By observation, interviews and contextual inquiry we discover: There is high turnover see below (OCM)Staff is not trained to a high enough degree (OCM)Quick wins :   * Pickers are going back and forth to get the right size carts for parts, they don’t know the parts off hand because of high turn over.   * Packers don’t pick the right boxes because they don’t know what all they are packing (again because dimensions) Lack of knowledge/contextSystemic :   * Inventory in the wrong bins, 20%   * Picking is a seasonal job, need better controls   * expedited request are vastly more disruptive then expected, but not tracked. Start to talk about experimentsWe stay engagedBuildMeasure analytics against KPIIterate



Develop



Love the problem
not your solution!

Use the force, Luke, use the force:



Features = 
Experiments
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Findings lead to ideas -> Ideas lead to hypothesis -> Hypothesis needs experimentation -> Experiments need to be measured and need to be tied to KPIs.Our experiment -> A small change to the picking report to include product dimensions can have a positive impact on the Items Shipped Per day KPI, and give the packers insight into what they are packing, allowing them to lower Freight Costs/Unit  KPI.Key being,  Its not about a budget for a solution.. Its about a budget to solve a problem…  



Build Modular 
Solution










Tie code to 
requirements.






Deploy



Love the problem
not your solution!

Use the force, Luke, use the force:



The age-old adage…



is wrong.



Easy Button, 
or it’s too hard



Deployment Methods



Now what?
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Wheeee!       ?You deployed your solution?  Your next batch of features? Now what?For most software projects, deploy is the event that everyone prepares for, everyone stays up for, and everyone watches.  Will it go smooth?  Will the solution be up and available?  Server lights are green?  Yeah, we’re good! Right?Let’s take a step back and recall the four simple steps in this process: Define > Develop > Deploy > MeasureYou need to be measuring constantlyMeasure, measure, measureBut measure what?Your business never sleeps, your market definitely doesn’t sleep.  remember the goal is sustainable workloads, inquiry, thinking, doing, but how do we do this if I’m never sleeping?You need data to keep doing, and doing efficiently and effectively.  A streamlined delivery processes minimizes waste in the system for the ideas you put in – so, you need a good system for knowing what ideas to put inData to keep doing so you’re always in the right context and able to ask the next set of probing questionsWork doesn’t stop just because you land this set of experiments safely, you need to know their efficacy



Measure
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So what is the scope of measure?  What does it encompass?It’s last in the cycle > oh, but not really.  Think back to the first step, DEFINE.  If you haven’t defined well what you’re building and WHY, then measure is a hard step.  And it usually is for software projects, because the desired business outcomes are typically NOT well defined.If your business outcomes are NOT DEFINED, you will fail in MEASURE.  And if the delivery team implements any measures, they’ll fall back to what they know, which is the application telemetry.  Logging button clicks, data state, performance, etc.	(iPad software app at one client just because the competitor has it – what are the motivations?  They’re not measuring market share, customer retention, so why did they spend all of this money.  Are they getting a return on this investment?  Should they keep investing?  We don’t know because no one defined those as the business outcomes)Measure starts first with the business problem



Love the problem
not your solution!

Use the force, Luke, use the force:
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So that brings us back to, LOVE THE PROBLEM.  You need laser focus on what is being solved and why.After deployment,  We evaluate the metrics from new feature, look at its use, and watch the KPIs we hypothesized it would impact.   The results are analyzed and next steps regarding that feature are feedback into the process.Everyone familiar with NPS?  It’s a very simple, but useful measurement of satisfaction with a company’s goods or servicesAre you measuring what your customers say?  Are you looking at what your team says?  Your internal customers?How balanced is your scorecard?  Are you able to tie out releases to customers to the financial impact they have?  In your move towards DevOps, do you have measures in place for the efficiencies you expect to achieve?  How are those communicated?We left analytics at the end, not because it’s last in the line of thinking, but because it is the most important.  Organizations need to encourage the inquisitive nature of their employees, open up the data, and allow for collaboration.  No one set of people inside your organization knows all the answers, nor should they.The information you have, and knowing what information you don’t have, is critical to your ongoing success in this journey.  We’re not advocating a process for dealing with change because it’s fun to constantly change without thought or reasonMake the best decision you can based on the data you can see – guess sometimes because the data isn’t perfect.  And then make the systems and the data better each time
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So how do you “love the problem” well in the measure portion?  As we said, it starts with DEFINE, beyond that, it starts with processes laid out intentionally.Software projects typically don’t start out without knowing how the delivery pipeline will work (may not be optimized) but typically, a process is declared – we’re doing SCRUM, or CI/CD.  Maybe scrumerfall for some of you – point is, we typically have decided how we’re going to work to deliver.Measure is the fairy tale step child, forgotten, dusty, stuck cleaning the cupboards.   If you don’t intentionally think about what your process should be, who should be involved, who’s responsible for certain KPIs (what are those KPIs), you will fail in measure.  And then future define, develop, and deploy cycles will only be successful by luck, not by design.While measurements are more than just application telemetry, application telemetry is still important – it provides critical insight into how users are using your solution, is your solution performing well, is it stable, are the users getting the experience you designed?But don’t focus on just the application telemetry – this is where so many people get lost in their journey.I won’t know the whole picture just by seeing how well the application is performing (MySpace and their SQL upgrades)I won’t know the whole picture just by looking at customer surveys (Facebook and the timeline feed)I won’t know the whole picture just by looking at the margin (Spirit Airlines – one of the best margins, but consistently low satisfaction scores)User feedback, user experience needs to be a focusBut also, who cares if users love it but it can’t pay for itself?  Business outcomes need to be the focus as well – this is where your innovation accounting is critical, check that your measures, and premise, are being met.  If not, why?Let’s go back to Spacely Sprockets – Freight Cost Per Unit and Items Shipped Per Day were importantBut the initial picture missed out on # of Expedites.  Now that they have more customers, sales managers were working with floor managers to make sure long term customers were getting handled better than the new customers.   None of their systems were set to track # of Expedites.  Should they stop doing it?  Maybe, but probably not.   Measure, get a process in place to capture, baseline and then decide next steps, looking at the problem that needs to be solved.  Are you ready to ask the question  - how are expedites being triggered?  Business adapts and changes, can’t assume your business processes are static.  SAmerican Psychological Association suggests several ways to build resilience in an individual, key tenants to help someone build within themselves a strong capacity to adapt to and deal with changeSeveral of those key points – develop realistic goals and move towards them, looking for opportunities for self discovery, keeping a long term context, are directly related to the methods and practices we’ve talked about todayKeep perspective, reflect, and move towards goals.  Measure along the way, ask probing questions, love the problem
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